I. Serving Committee Convened.
   a. Attendees were Lt. Col Rogers (proxy for Col. Burnett), Det. Thomas, Lt. Bogard, and Dr. Wright (virtual).
II. Approval of Minutes.
   a. The first item of business was the approval of the minutes from the previous meeting. The minutes were approved.
III. Discussion.
   a. Dr. Wright opened discussion by asking about the goals of the committee. The members suggested standardized practices for service of search warrants, including making the practice more transparent. Det. Thomas suggested a checklist that all jurisdictions could adopt for service of search warrants. The checklist included, among other things, a threat assessment (before service) and an after-action report (after service).
   b. The members then debated several topics, including body cameras, nighttime service, and training. They examined some impediments to tackling these issues, including funding and the number of agencies and jurisdictions involved.
   c. Before adjournment, the committee considered the manner of its presentation to the committee. Specifically, the committee considered whether their presentation would include a single presenter vs. a panel. They debated the positives and negatives of each.
IV. Adjournment.
   a. The meeting adjourned.